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An assessment of thrust vector concepts
for twin-engine airplane

AK Vinayagam and Nandan K Sinha

Abstract

Thrust vector nozzles are finding place on modern fighter airplanes because of the benefits they provide and also due to

diminishing weight penalty of such nozzles. They offer additional benefits in the case of a twin-engine airplane. Different

vectoring configurations such as multi-axis vectoring, single-axis pitch vectoring and single-axis vectoring with canted

nozzles have been studied with respect to twin-engine airplane configuration. Modeling and integration of thrust vector

nozzles with rigid airplane six-degrees-of-freedom equations of motion have been carried out in this article. Using

the integrated model, a comparative study is carried out to summarize the capabilities and limitations of various
nozzle configurations with respect to performance of an airplane in velocity vector roll and in Herbst maneuvers.

The airplane model used in this work is the F-18/HARV and all simulation results have been produced using a nonlinear

dynamic inversion controller developed in Matlab/Simulink environment. Results show that a multi-axis thrust vectoring

provides additional benefits as compared to single-axis vectoring with canted nozzles in high angle of attack velocity

vector roll and in Herbst maneuvers. The single-axis pitch only vectoring has roll control power and lacks in yaw control

power, to execute the velocity vector roll maneuver.
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Introduction

Thrust vector nozzles are increasingly finding place on

modern fighter airplanes. This is due to the benefits

they provide in enhancing the agility of the airplane

on the one hand and decreasing weight penalty of the

vector nozzle hardware on the other hand. Vector

nozzles have been tested on many experimental air-

planes such as F-18/HARV, X-31, F-15 ACTIVE and

F-16 VISTA and they have been flying on Su-30 MKI,

F-22, JSF and MIG-29 OVT. F-18/HARV and X-31

airplanes use airframe mounted post-exit vanes to

deflect the jet. F-22 uses two-dimensional (2-D)

nozzle, which can deflect only about the pitch axis,

whereas F-15 ACTIVE and F-16 VISTA use multi-

axis vector nozzles and Su-30 MKI uses single-axis

vectoring with canted nozzles. The canted nozzles

vector in a plane inclined at an angle to the symmetry

plane and the left and the right nozzles are canted in

opposite directions. An assessment of these concepts

from maneuverability point of view using velocity

vector roll (VVR) as the base maneuver is the object-

ive of this study.

VVR is an air combat maneuver. It is a highly

dynamic maneuver with strong inertia coupling.

The VVR rate achievable by an airplane is drastically

reduced as the airplane speed decreases. Especially at

high angles of attack, the VVR demands large control

power from elevator, aileron and rudder together due

to inertia coupling. As the available aerodynamic con-

trol power is small at low speeds and high angles of

attack, airplanes virtually cannot carry out VVR

using the aerodynamic controls alone. The thrust

vector nozzle can play a crucial role in this part of

the flight envelope.

Although there are published literature works with

regard to the multi-axis vector nozzle simulation stu-

dies, there is not much information available in open

literature on the pitch only vector nozzle and single-

axis vectoring with canted nozzles. This study is

motivated toward understanding the comparative
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effectiveness of the thrust vector nozzle concepts.

Capone and Mason1 conducted experiments on

single-axis canted 2-D nozzles to evaluate the pitch

and yaw control power. O’Rourke et al.2 carried out

a PC-based simulation on F-16 MATV with VVR

at 35� angle of attack (AOA). The YF-22 prototype3

demonstrated VVR up to 60� AOA. It used the pitch

only thrust vector nozzles to control the pitch diver-

gence. Blending of aerodynamic and thrust vector

control (TVC) for VVR control was discussed by

Atesoglu and Ozgoren.4 Inertial and aerodynamic

coupling between longitudinal and lateral/directional

dynamics was discussed in ref. 5 It has been pointed

out in ref. 5 that thrust vectoring can provide sufficient

stability and control augmentation above 40� AOA in

the yaw axis to compensate for rudder effectiveness.

Sinha and Ananthkrishnan6 and Goman et al.7 have

used reduced order models to analyze VVR maneuver

and computed pseudo-steady-state roll rate with aero-

dynamic controls only. The control allocation tech-

niques in the presence of TVC were studied by

Scalera8 and Bundick et al.9

In this work, the thrust vector model equations

have been derived first and a critical analysis of the

control authority of each thrust vector concept is car-

ried out. A six-degrees-of-freedom (dof) simulation

model of F-18/HARV with nonlinear dynamic inver-

sion (NDI) controller has been developed in Matlab

incorporating the thrust vector nozzles. A compara-

tive analysis of thrust vector concepts is carried out

through simulation studies of airplane in VVR and

Herbst maneuvers.

Thrust vector models

A simple thrust vector model was used for the analysis

in this work as shown in Figure 1.

Sign conventions

The downward nozzle deflection is considered to be

positive, similar to elevator and both of them pro-

duce negative pitching moment (nose down) for the

positive deflection. The leftward nozzle deflection is

considered to be positive, similar to rudder and both

produce negative yawing moment (yaw left). In the

case of asymmetric deflection of the twin-engine air-

plane nozzles, the right nozzle deflection downward

and the left nozzle upward are considered to be posi-

tive. This results in a negative rolling moment (roll to

the left) for positive deflection similar to ailerons.

Thrust vector forces and moments

The gross thrust deflected by �ptv and �ytv in the pitch

and yaw directions, respectively, are resolved into the

body-axis components. Similarly, the inlet drag is also

resolved into body-axis components. The resulting

forces are

TGx ¼ TG cos �ptv cos �ytvS

TGy ¼ TG cos �ptv sin �ytvS

TGz ¼ �TG sin �ptv cos �ytvS

9

>

=

>

;

ð1Þ

where

S ¼
1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

cos2 �ptv þ cos2 �ytv sin
2 �ptv

q

Force components on the air inlet

TINx ¼ �m0Vcos�cos�

TINy ¼ �m0V sin �

TINz ¼ �m0V sin �cos�

9

=

;

ð2Þ

At low speeds, forces on the inlet are small.

Total thrust forces are thus written as

Tx ¼ TGx þ TINx

Ty ¼ TGy þ TINy

Tz ¼ TGz þ TINz

9

=

;

ð3Þ

The total moments due to thrust forces are

Mx ¼ �TGyðZeng � ZCGÞ þ TGzðYeng � YCGÞ

�TINyðZinlet � ZCGÞ þ TINzðYinlet � YCGÞ

My ¼ TGxðZeng � ZCGÞ þ TGzðXCG � XnozÞ

þTGxðZinlet � ZCGÞ þ TGzðXCG � XinletÞ

Mz ¼ �TGxðYeng � YCGÞ � TGyðXCG � XnozÞ

�TINxðYinlet � YCGÞ � TINyðXCG � XinletÞ

9

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

=

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

;

ð4Þ

Forces and moments due to thrust vectoring

for different cases are discussed below. For simpli-

city, forces on the air inlet are ignored in theFigure 1. Propulsion system forces.
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subsequent discussions. These forces are small at low

speeds where the TVC is generally used.

Single-axis pitch only vectoring

For symmetric deflection of the nozzles (twin-engine

airplane), neglecting the forces on the air inlet,

forces and moments can be summarized as

Tx ¼ 2TG cos �ptv
Ty ¼ 0

Tz ¼ �2TG sin �ptv

9

=

;

ð5Þ

Mx ¼ 0

My ¼ 2TG cos �ptvðZeng � ZCGÞ

�2TG sin �ptvðXCG � XnozÞ

Mz ¼ 0

9

>

>

>

=

>

>

>

;

ð6Þ

and for anti-symmetric deflection of the nozzles

Tx ¼ 2TG cos �ptv
Ty ¼ 0

Tz ¼ 0

9

=

;

ð7Þ

Mx ¼ 2TG sin �ptvYeng

My ¼ 2TG cos �ptvðZeng � ZCGÞ

Mz ¼ 0

9

=

;

ð8Þ

In the case of symmetric deflection, pure pitching

moment is produced as the rolling moment created

by left and right nozzles cancel each other. In the

case of anti-symmetric deflection, the net pitching

moment is zero, but the opposite z-component

forces produce a rolling moment. The vertical offset

of center of gravity (CG) from engine axis is usually

small.

Single-axis vectoring with canted nozzles

A schematic diagram of single-axis vectoring with

canted nozzles is shown in Figure 2. Symmetric and

anti-symmetric deflections of left/right nozzles on a

twin-engine airplane are shown in Figure 2(a) and

(b), respectively. The plane of vectoring is inclined

at an angle �N to the vertical plane, i.e. the nozzles

are canted by an angle �N. Left and right nozzle vec-

toring planes are inclined in opposite directions such

that the equal symmetric deflections cancel the side

Figure 2. (a) Symmetric deflection of the canted nozzles and (b) anti-symmetric deflection of the canted nozzles.
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Figure 4. Control authority: nozzle cant angle 40�.

Figure 3. Control authority: nozzle cant angle 20�.
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force. The anti-symmetric deflection would generate

both yawing and rolling moments as depicted in

Figure 2(b).

Including the effect of the cant angle �N, forces and

moments are modified as below.

Symmetric deflection:

Tx ¼ 2TG cos �N
Ty ¼ 0

Tz ¼ �2TG sin �N cos �N

9

=

;

ð9Þ

Mx ¼ 0

My ¼ 2TG cos �GðZCG � ZCGÞ

�2TG sin �N cos �NðXCG � XnozÞ

Mz ¼ 0

9

>

>

>

>

=

>

>

>

>

;

ð10Þ

Anti-symmetric deflection:

Tx ¼ 2TG cos �N

Ty ¼ 2TG sin �N sin �N

Tz ¼ 0

9

>

=

>

;

ð11Þ

Mx ¼ �2TG sin �N cos �NYeng

�2TG sin �N sin �NðZeng � ZCGÞ

My ¼ 2TG cos �NðZeng � ZCGÞ

Mz ¼ �2TG sin �N sin �NðXCG � XnozÞ

9

>

>

>

>

>

=

>

>

>

>

>

;

ð12Þ

Independent left/right nozzle deflection:

Tx ¼ TG, r cos �N,r þ TG,l cos �N,l

Ty ¼ TG,r sin �N,r sin �N � TG,l sin �N,l sin �N

Tz ¼ �TG,r sin �N,r cos �N � TG,l sin �N,l cos �N

9

>

>

=

>

>

;

ð13Þ

Mx¼ð�TG,r sin �N,rþTG,l sin �N,lÞcos�NYeng

�ðTG,r sin �N,r�TG,l sin �N,lÞsin�NðZeng�ZCGÞ

My¼ðTG,r cos �N,rþTG,l cos �N,lÞðZeng�ZCGÞ

�ðTG,r sin �N,rþTG,l sin �N,lÞcos�NðXCG�XnozÞ

Mz¼�ðTG,r sin �N,r�TG,l sin �N,lÞsin�NðXCG�XnozÞ

þð�TG,r cos �N,rþTG,l cos �N,lÞYeng

9

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

=

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

;

ð14Þ

Equivalent left/right nozzle deflection

Single-axis vectoring with canted nozzles on twin-

engine airplane can generate pitch and yaw moment

as shown above. However, the left and right nozzles

require to be controlled independently to generate the

required pitch/yaw moments. The left/right nozzle

commands equivalent to a pitch/yaw deflection com-

mand can be derived as follows.

Figure 5. Rolling moment due to pitch/yaw command.

Figure 6. Airplane model with NDI controller.

NDI: nonlinear dynamic inversion.
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The normal force and side force for a given pitch

and yaw deflection of a multi-axis vector nozzle (from

equation(1)) is

Ty ¼ TG cos �ptv sin �ytv

Tz ¼ �TG sin �ptv cos �ytv

)

ð15Þ

which can be equated to the normal force and side

force generated in single-axis canted nozzles (from

equation (13))

Ty ¼ TG sin �r sin �N � TG sin �l sin �N

Tz ¼ �TG sin �r cos �N � TG sin �l cos �N

)

ð16Þ

From equations (15) and (16)

TG sin �Nðsin �r � sin �lÞ ¼ TG cos �ptv sin �ytv

�TG cos �Nðsin �r þ sin �lÞ ¼ �TG sin �ptv cos �ytv

)

ð17Þ

From equation (17), one can arrive at the following

equality relations:

sin �r ¼
sin �ptv cos �ytv

2 cos �N
þ
cos �ptv sin �ytv

2 sin �N

sin �l ¼
sin �ptv cos �ytv

2 cos �N
�
cos �ptv sin �ytv

2sin�N

9

>

>

=

>

>

;

ð18Þ

Figures 3 and 4 show pitch and yaw control authority

for the cant angle of 20� and 40�, respectively as

obtained from equation (18).

The shaded region shows the achievable pitch and

yaw commands limiting the nozzle deflection to 21�.

As seen in Figure 3, the yaw control power is limited

to 6� only, whereas the pitch control power available

is up to 18�. When a combination of pitch and yaw

control power is required, the control power available

is further reduced. With 20� inclination of vector

plane, available yaw control power is very small.

Figure 4 shows the control power for 40� inclination

angle of the vector plane. Here, the maximum author-

ity is 15� in pitch and 12� in yaw. Hence, depending

on the requirement of TVC power to augment the

aerodynamic controls, an appropriate nozzle cant

angle can be chosen during the design. It is to

be noted that the single-axis vectoring with canted

nozzles highly restrict the control authority as com-

pared to multi-axis thrust vectoring though it offers

simplicity in the vectoring mechanism. The other dis-

advantage of this nozzle mechanism is that it is not

possible to produce pure yawing moment. The asym-

metric deflection of the nozzle required to produce

yawing moment also produces the rolling moment.

From equation (14), the rolling moment per unit

thrust neglecting the engine offset with CG in vertical

plane is

Mx=TG ¼ cos �NðYeng � YCGÞ sin �N,l � sin �N,r

� �

ð19Þ

The rolling moment produced per kilonewton of

engine thrust for the pitch/yaw command with 2-m

engine spacing and nozzle cant angle of 40� computed

from equation (19) is shown in Figure 5. As seen from

Figure 5, the pitch command does not produce the

rolling moment, but the yaw command produces con-

siderable yawing moment as the commanded yaw

deflection increases. The design should ensure that

the aileron has sufficient control power to counter

this rolling moment. A positive yaw command pro-

duces negative yawing moment as discussed earlier.

It also produces a negative rolling moment in this

case. In other words, a negative roll command pro-

duces a negative yawing moment and hence it can be

treated as pro yaw.

Figure 7. Command input for VVR simulation.

VVR: velocity vector roll.

Table 1. Level flight trims as initial conditions.

Altitude (m) 0 0 1000

Mach number 0.2 0.6 0.21

Speed (V) (m/s) 67.1 204 70.3

AOA (�) 20.0 2.126 20.0

Elevator (�) �4.74 0.246 �4.81

Throttle (�) 38.9 36.6 39.8
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Figure 8. (a) Simulation time history – states and (b) Simulation time history – controls.
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VVR Simulation with NDI control

NDI control is widely used in fast prototyping of con-

trol laws while evaluating different concepts. Hence, it

is an ideal tool to be used for evaluating the different

thrust vector concepts through 6-dof simulation. NDI

controller finds the control schedule by inverting the

dynamic equations. This methodology is very useful

to quickly design a simple controller to evaluate alter-

nate design options of a system. A dynamic system

can be modeled as f x, _x, uð Þ ¼ 0, which can be rewrit-

ten as

_x ¼ f x, uð Þ ð20Þ

The NDI requires that the control terms are sepa-

rated from the equations and are linear in control

_x ¼ f xð Þ þ g xð Þu ð21Þ

Now, the control law can be written as

u ¼ g�1 xð Þ _x� f xð Þ½ � ð22Þ

The NDI as applied to airplane control requires

that the airplane equations of motion are separated

into fast dynamic states p, q, r and slow dynamic

states �, �, �.10 This is necessary because the airplane

has fewer control effectors than the states/outputs to

be controlled. The control effectors control the fast

dynamic states p, q, r in the inner loop and p, q, r

control the slow states �, �, � in the outer loop. The

schematic of NDI control structure as applied to air-

plane is shown in Figure 6.

The F-18/HARV airplane was modeled in

MatLab/Simulink. The F-18/HARV aerodata avail-

able from the NASA website11 was used to make

the flight dynamic model. The nonlinear model

with NDI controller was developed and tested

extensively for various maneuvers before using it

for the present work. The control allocation was

developed as a separate block which allocates the

moments Mx,My and Mz to the available controls.

This helps in implementing different control alloca-

tion methods when redundant controls such as

thrust vector nozzles are available in addition to

aerodynamic controls.

Figure 9. Results for different VVR commands.

VVR: velocity vector roll.
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The roll rate in the wind axis system, i.e. the VVR

rate is given by12

pw ¼ p cos � cos �þ ðq� _�Þ sin �þ r sin � cos �

ð23Þ

The simulation of VVR is carried out by com-

manding wind axis (velocity vector) roll rate (pw),

AOA and angle of sideslip. The sideslip is com-

manded to zero and the AOA is corresponding to

the 1-g trim. In the NDI slow dynamics loop, these

commands are transformed into the body-axis angu-

lar rates p, q, r by inverting equation (24).

cos�cos� sin� sin�cos�

�cos�tan� 1 sin� tan�

sin� 0 cos�

2

6

4

3

7

5

p

q

r

0

B

@

1

C

A

¼

pw

ð�c��Þk��
1

mV cos�
TzþCL �qS�mg cos�cos�½ �

ð�c��Þk��
1

mV
TyþCy �qSþmg sin�cos�
� �

2

6

6

6

6

4

3

7

7

7

7

5

ð24Þ

The 6-dof rigid airplane equations of motion used

for modeling10,12 are given in Appendix 2.

Simulation results

The primary objective of this study is to evaluate the

merits of different thrust vector nozzle concepts with

respect to the VVR performance of an airplane. The

simulation studies have been carried out starting from

trimmed level flight conditions. Various simulations

were performed at different initial flight conditions

as given in Table 1.

Low speed VVR

The low speed VVR was carried out with simulations

starting from trimmed 1-g flight condition with Mach

0.2 shown in Table 1. The VVR command in the form

of a 2.0 s pulse was applied while commanding AOA

at trim value and sideslip angle to zero as shown in

Figure 7. The throttle was kept constant at the trim

value.

The simulation results at 0.2 Mach with a com-

manded VVR rate of 20� are shown in Figure 8(a)

Figure 10. Results for VVR command of 4 s pulse.

VVR: velocity vector roll.
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and (b). The simulation results with three different

control schemes are compared in Figure 8(a) and

(b). The first scheme uses only aerodynamic controls;

the second uses single-axis vectoring with 40� canted

nozzles and the third uses multi-axis TVC. As seen

from the figure, the commanded VVR rate could be

achieved in all three cases. However, the sideslip angle

could not be controlled in the case where only aero-

dynamic controls were used. The maximum sideslip

angle is 2.6� in the case of aerodynamic controls

only and negligible in the other two cases. The

reason for the buildup of sideslip is the saturation of

rudder control as shown in Figure 8(b). In the case of

TVC, there is no saturation of rudder as well as the

vector nozzle, whereas with no TVC, the rudder sat-

urates for a longer duration. The AOA deviation from

the commanded value is negligible in all the three

cases as the stabilator deflection required is well

within the maximum limit. The airplane starts to

descend (� is negative) as the vertical component of

lift decrease during the roll.

The analysis of control history is as follows. The

aileron deflection is negative in order to command

positive roll and is reversed after 2 s to stop the roll.

The airplane also yaws to the right (positive r). There is

adverse yaw due to the roll making the airplane sideslip

to the left resulting in positive sideslip. The rudder acts

to nullify the sideslip through negative deflection.

When multi-axis TVC is used, both left and right

nozzle yaw deflections are to the right in order to con-

trol the sideslip (in the same sense as rudder), and the

pitch deflections are opposite (left nozzle down and

right nozzle up) to augment the aileron for rolling to

the right. However, when single-axis TVC is used, the

left nozzle is deflected downward and right nozzle

upward to generate positive yaw for controlling the

positive sideslip. The stabilator schedule is different

in all the three cases even in level flight (simulation

Figure 11. Results for VVR at Mach number M¼ 0.6.

VVR: velocity vector roll.
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Figure 13. Aileron/Rudder control derivatives.

Figure 12. Pictorial representation of 360� VVR at Mach number M¼ 0.6.

VVR: velocity vector roll.
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time before 4 s). The elevator is at�5� when TVC is not

used, but when TVC is used, the total pitching moment

to be produced is shared by both the pitch control

effectors. The pseudo-inverse algorithm used for allo-

cating the control moment among all the available con-

trol effectors minimizes the control effort.

Figure 9 shows the results of the simulation for

higher VVR rate commands at the same speed of

Mach 0.2 and AOA of 20�. As seen from the figure,

VVR rate >20�/s is not achievable without the use of

TVC. The single-axis TVC is capable of achieving a

roll rate of 40�/s without significant sideslip buildup,

whereas the multi-axis TVC is capable of executing a

roll rate of 60�/s. The roll rate buildup (i.e. slope of pw
curve or roll acceleration) is proportional to the roll

control power, which increases from the case of only

aerodynamic control to single-axis TVC and to multi-

axis TVC. It is important to note that the sideslip is

not increasing beyond 3�, which is because the VVR

rate commanded had a pulse of 2 s duration only. In

the case of pw¼ 80�/s command, the sideslip did not

build up when multi-axis TVC was used, which indi-

cates that there was no persistent saturation of rudder

or the yaw vector control, but only requires more time

to reach the commanded roll rate.

Effect of nozzle cant angle

In the single-axis TVC, the plane of vectoring can be

chosen in the design. The cant angle (�N) of the nozzle

(plane of vectoring) is a trade-off between the pitch

and yaw control power requirement as discussed in

section ‘Thrust vector models’. From the VVR

maneuver analyzed, it is evident that the requirement

is for the higher yaw and roll control power and not

for the pitch control power at 20� AOA. The elevator

deflection required during the VVR was found to be

well within the limits. The sensitivity of vectoring

plane angle on the VVR maneuver was studied by

setting the angle to 20�, 40� and 60�. The VVR rate

commanded was 60�/s as shown in Figure 10. The

increase in �N increases the yaw control power and

helps in achieving higher VVR rate with good control

on sideslip as shown in the figure.

High speed VRR

The VVR simulation at Mach 0.6, sea-level condition

was carried out with two different rates 100�/s and

200�/s as shown in Figure 11. The high-speed VVR

has been carried out to see if thrust vector can aug-

ment the aerodynamic control to improve the roll

rate.

The results for 100�/s roll rate command show that

all the three control types result in same response.

This was expected because the aerodynamic controls

are much more powerful than the TVC at high speed

due to high dynamic pressure. For the commanded

roll rate of 200�/s, the achieved roll rate is only

about 150�/s with aerodynamic controls only and a

little higher rate was obtained with the use of TVC.

This was found to be due to insufficient roll control

power of the ailerons which has saturated. The

improvement in roll rate with TVC was only marginal

because of the low engine power (throttle¼ 36.6).

However, by using full reheat power of the engine

(throttle¼ 100), it was possible to enhance the roll

rate to 200�/s. The pictorial representation of the

VVR simulation for 360� deg roll at the rate of

100�/s is shown in Figure 12. The loss in altitude

and a small change in flight path angle can be seen

in the figure.

High AOA VVR

A fighter airplane’s VVR capability degrades quickly

as the AOA increases. This is because of the reduction

of control effectiveness of the aerodynamics controls

(Figure 13) and also the reduction of dynamic pres-

sure because of the low speed. The thrust vector

nozzle enables VVR capability in low speed and

high AOA regime.

In order to analyze the performance of different

thrust vector nozzle concepts, simulation studies

were carried out at 20.1� AOA, 0.2 Mach, sea-level

conditions. The parametric studies carried out

included the single-/multi-axis thrust vectoring and

engine throttle setting. The inputs commanded for

the simulation are shown in Figure 14. The initial

condition is the trimmed level flight at Mach 0.2, at

sea level. Throttle was set to the maximum after-

burner thrust (throttle¼ 100�). A bank angle of 80�

Figure 14. VVR command input.

VVR: velocity vector roll.
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was commended for 6 s duration. The AOA com-

manded was 30� throughout the maneuver and the

sideslip was commanded to zero.

The simulation results with the multi-axis TVC,

single-axis TVC with canted nozzles and pitch only

TVC are shown in Figure 15. The commanded bank

angle of 80� has reached in about 2 s for the case of

multi-axis and single-axis canted nozzles TVC,

whereas for the pitch only TVC it took about 4 s. In

the case of pitch only TVC, the airplane did not

respond to the roll back command to wings level atti-

tude and the airplane departed to very high AOA with

Figure 15. (a) High AOA VVR – states history and (b) high AOA VVR – multi-axis TVC.

AOA: angle of attack; VVR: velocity vector roll; TVC: thrust vector control.
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large sideslip. The deviation in AOA and sideslip is

negligible with the multi-axis and single-axis canted

nozzles TVC. The maximum roll rate reached was

80�/s. The airplane climbs initially due to higher

AOA commanded and due to full afterburner thrust

and the climb angle reduces during the banked flight

duration. The banked flight resulted in a heading

change of about 90�.

The initial pitch up of the airplane from the

trim AOA of 20.1� to the commanded AOA of 30�

was executed with the left/right nozzles vectoring

upward and also the stabilator deflection upward.

The airplane roll to the right is executed by the nega-

tive deflection of the aileron and the differential

deflection of the nozzles in pitch. The left nozzle is

deflected downward and the right nozzle is deflected

upward to generate positive rolling moment. The

positive roll rate causes negative yawing moment

and this is countered by negative deflection of both

the rudder and yaw vector nozzles.

In the case of single-axis canted nozzles TVC, the

rudder and the differential nozzles deflection is similar

Figure 16. Pictorial view of high AOA VVR.

AOA: angle of attack; VVR: velocity vector roll.

Figure 15. Continued.
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to the case of multi-axis vectoring. However, there is a

marked difference in the aileron control. In the case of

multi-axis TVC, the aileron deflection is negative to

cause the positive roll as expected. In the case of

single-axis TVC, the aileron is positive initially

which is counter intuitive. This is because of the cou-

pling between the yaw and roll control power of the

single-axis vectoring with canted nozzles as discussed

in section ‘Thrust vector models’. The differential

nozzle deflection generates both yaw and roll control

power, and the rolling moment in this case exceeded

the requirement and hence the aileron deflect in the

opposite sense to reduce the rolling moment. A simi-

lar aileron deflection can be seen at t¼ 10 s when the

airplane is commanded to roll back to wings level

attitude.

In the case of pitch only TVC, the nozzles

deflect differentially similar to other two cases, but

unable to control the sideslip without the yaw control

power from the vector nozzles. Even the AOA

diverges due to lack of pitch control power, because

the differential nozzle deflection continues to control

the sideslip.

The pictorial view of the airplane 3-D trajectory

with attitude is shown in Figure 16. The airplane

heading has changed by about 90� and it continues

to climb due to full afterburner power setting.

Effect of thrust in high AOA roll

The effect of thrust on the capability of VVR with

TVC was studied by varying the engine throttle set-

ting for a given VVR rate command. The throttle

was set at 38.9 (trim), 50 (maximum dry) and 100

(maximum reheat) setting. The results are shown

in Figure 17.

The TVC power at level flight throttle setting cor-

responding to M¼ 0.2 is low. There is an AOA over-

shoot and slower roll rate buildup at throttle¼ 38.9 as

shown. However, the sideslip deviation is not large

due to low roll rate. The flight path angle is reduced

as the throttle is reduced. The heading change during

the maneuver increases with the throttle setting. This

could be contributed to the thrust effect on the flight

path angle rather than the TVC power. The high

throttle setting helps in steeper climb initially with

thrust balancing significant part of airplane weight

due to high pitch attitude. The same is also respon-

sible for steeper descent when the pitch attitude is

negative (Figure 15(a)).

Figure 17. Effect of throttle on VVR.

VVR: velocity vector roll.
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Figure 18. (a) Herbst maneuver: simulated time history of airplane state variables and (b) Herbst maneuver: simulated time history

of airplane control variables.
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Herbst maneuver

High AOA VVR is an important maneuver for a

supermaneuverable airplane such as F-18/HARV.

The Herbst maneuver named after Dr Herbst enables

an airplane to quickly reverse its direction using a

combination of high AOA and VVR. At the start of

the maneuver, the airplane pitches up to high AOA

and climbs while losing speed. At the top of the climb

it rolls about the velocity vector to change the heading

and dives to regain the lost speed. The maneuver was

simulated using the optimum AOA and bank angle

Figure 19. Pictorial view – Herbst maneuver.

Figure 18. Continued.
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command proposed in ref.13 A tracking control for

Herbst maneuver has been developed for F18/

HARV airplane with multi-axis TVC without con-

sidering the roll control power from vector nozzles

in this reference.

The simulation results of the Herbst maneuver is

shown in Figure 18. The simulation has been carried

out with multi-axis TVC, single-axis TVC with canted

nozzles and pitch only TVC. The tracking of the com-

manded AOA and bank angle is fairly good using the

multi-axis TVC. Previous study13 shows poor tracking

with ailerons constrained to �24�. However, the poor

tracking could be contributed to the TVC not being

used for the roll control in their model. The 3-D pic-

torial view of the maneuver is shown in Figure 19.

The results also show a not so good tracking of the

controller with single-axis canted nozzles. Though the

AOA tracking is good, the bank angle command

tracking is poor, especially while pulling out of the

bank. The VVR arrest was found to be more difficult

than roll initiation as pointed out in ref.14 There is

also unacceptable sideslip generated due to the satur-

ation of rudder and the vector nozzles. However,

the flight path variable � and � closely matches with

that of control with multi-axis TVC. In the case of

pitch only TVC, the commands could not be tracked

and the flight path departs completely from the

commanded.

The control histories provide greater insight into

the maneuver. In the case of multi-axis TVC, the aero-

dynamic controls are barely used because of the large

control power available in pitch, roll and yaw from

the thrust vector nozzles. The bank to the left is

affected by the differential deflection of nozzles in

pitch and asymmetric left/right nozzle yaw deflection

controls the sideslip. In the case of the single-axis

TVC, both roll control and yaw control have to be

performed by the differential deflection of the vector

nozzles. The pitch control is also affected by the

vector nozzles initially, but when the roll activity

peaks up, the pitch control is handed over to the sta-

bilator as shown in the figure. The aileron deflection is

counter intuitive (roll right moment) between t¼ 10 s

and 15 s due to the coupling of roll/yaw control power

of the single-axis vectoring with canted nozzles.

Conclusions

i. The thrust vector nozzle concepts such as multi-

axis vectoring, pitch only thrust vector and

single-axis vectoring with canted nozzles have

been discussed along with the model equations

for forces and moments. The limitations of

single-axis canted nozzles were shown in terms

of available yaw/pitch control power and the roll-

ing moment and yawing moment coupling.

ii. The VVR has been simulated using NDI control-

ler for the twin-engine airplane F18 HARV. At

moderate speed of Mach 0.6, the thrust vector

has little or no benefit in enhancing VVR rate

as the TVC power is relatively small as compared

with aerodynamic controls.

iii. At low speed and high AOA, the multi-axis thrust

vector nozzle plays a crucial role in executing

VVR. The single-axis thrust vectoring with

canted nozzles is a compromise which enables

moderate VVR maneuvers at low speed and

high AOA. The limitations of single-axis canted

nozzles TVC are twofold; the availability of lower

control power in pitch and yaw as compared to

multi-axis TVC and the coupling between the roll

and yaw control power.

iv. The nozzle cant angle of single-axis canted nozzles

should be at least about 40� to have significant yaw

control authority to execute VVR at high AOA.

v. The pitch only thrust vector nozzle is a special

case of the single-axis canted nozzles where the

cant angle (�N) is zero. The pitch vector nozzle on

twin-engine airplane can provide pitch and roll

control power. The pitch and roll control are

not coupled, i.e. the pitch and roll moments can

be commanded independent of each other within

the available limits.

vi. The engine thrust effect on high AOA VVR is

very significant both in enhancing TVC power

and reducing the airplane descent rate for suffi-

ciently longer duration.

vii. The multi-axis TVC and single-axis canted noz-

zles TVC are effective in tracking the Herbst

maneuver command, whereas the pitch only

TVC is unable to execute the maneuver.
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Appendix 1

Notation

D drag

F force

L lift

m airplane mass

m0 engine air flow rate

Mx, My, Mz rolling, pitching and yawing

moments, respectively

p, q, r body-axis roll, pitch and yaw rates,

respectively

T thrust

V velocity

� angle of attack

� angle of sideslip

� control deflection

�, �, � flight path orientation angles (bank,

climb, heading)

�N nozzle vector plane inclination

�, 	,  Euler angles (roll/pitch/yaw)

Subscripts.

a, e, r aileron/stabilator/rudder

c commanded

eng engine

G gross

l, r left/right

N, noz nozzle

ptv, ytv pitch/yaw thrust vector

w wind axis

x, y, z body-axis components

0, IN inlet

Appendix 2

Rigid airplane equations of motion (12 states)

_V ¼
1

m
½�D cos �þ ðFy þ TyÞ sin �þ Tx cos � cos �

þ Tz sin � cos �þmgð� cos � cos � sin 	

þ sin � cos 	 sin �þ sin � cos � cos 	 cos �Þ�

_� ¼ q� tan �ð p cos �þ r sin �Þ

þ
1

mV cos�
�Lþ Tz cos �� Tx sin �½

þmgðcos � cos 	 cos �þ sin � sin 	Þ�

_� ¼ ð p sin �� r cos �Þ þ
1

mV
½ðFy þ TyÞ cos �

þD sin �� Tx cos � sin �� Tz sin � sin �

þmgðcos � sin � sin 	 þ cos � cos 	 sin �

� sin � sin � cos 	 cos �Þ�

_p ¼ qrðIy � IzÞ=Ix þ
1

2Ix

V2SbCl ð�,�, �a, �e, �rÞ

_q ¼ rpðIz � IxÞ=Iy þ
1

2Iy

V2ScCmð�,�, �a, �e, �rÞ

_r ¼ pqðIx � IyÞ=Iz þ
1

2Iz

V2SbCnð�,�, �a, �e, �rÞ

_� ¼ pþ q sin � tan 	 þ r cos � tan 	

_	 ¼ q cos �� r sin �

_ ¼ q sin � sec 	 þ r cos � sec 	

_x ¼ u cos  cos 	 þ vð� sin  cos �þ cos  sin 	 sin �Þ

þ wðsin  sin �þ cos  sin 	 cos �Þ

_y ¼ u sin  cos 	 þ vðcos  cos �þ sin  sin 	 sin �Þ

þ wð� cos  sin �þ sin  sin 	 cos �Þ

_z ¼ �u sin 	 þ v cos 	 sin �þ w cos 	 cos �
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Additional equations for navigational states

_� ¼ sec �ð p cos �þ r sin �Þ �
g

V
cos � cos � tan �

þ
L

mV
ðtan � sin �þ tan �Þ

þ
ðFy þ TyÞ

mV
tan � cos � cos �

þ
1

mV
ðTx sin �� Tz cos �Þðtan � sin �þ tan �Þ

�
1

mV
ðTx cos �þ Tz sin �Þ tan � cos � sin �

_� ¼
1

mV
L cos ��mg cos � � ðFy þ TyÞ sin � cos �
� �

þ
Tx

mV
sin � sin � cos �þ cos � sin �
� �

þ
Tz

mV
sin � sin � sin �� cos � cos �
� �

_� ¼
1

mV cos �
L sin �þ ðFy þ TyÞ cos � cos �
�

þ Txðsin � sin �� cos � sin � cos �Þ
�

�
Tz

mV cos �
cos � sin � sin �þ sin � cos �
� �
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